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DEAR READER,
In which countries are investments in retail properties particularly promising? How is the
consumer climate developing in various regions? How do national retail sales affect the
shopping center industry’s and retail sector’s willingness to invest? I asked myself these and
many more questions with Fabian Hellbusch, the Communication and Marketing Director of
Union Investment Real Estate in a conversation we had at last year’s Mipim in Cannes.
At that point I could not have anticipated that we would be able to present a reliable, global and
European sentiment indicator for investments in retail properties only 12 months later.
It is therefore particularly gratifying to exclusively present to you our newly developed “Global
Retail Attractiveness Index” (GRAI) by Union Investment. With GRAI, Union Investment, in
collaboration with the market research company GfK, created a reliable instrument and sentiment indicator that clearly shows national developments as well the respective retail markets
and makes them comparable. Just to give you a little taste: The North American continent with
the USA and Canada is currently at the top of the ranking of the most attractive retail regions.
and both markets also show strong increases in sales.
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The situation in Europe is a little more nuanced. Last quarter’s clear winner is Poland. In this
particular case, the country’s above-average development in retail sales played a decisive role.
Germany also makes its way to the rankings upper positions due to its dynamic development.
Portugal is also on a good level that puts it into third place. It seems clear that investors will
rediscover Portugal for their business in the near future. As many experts expected, Great
Britain is currently at the bottom of this index due to profound, Brexit-related consequences.
You will find out more about this index and how the “Global Retail Attractiveness Index” is
ultimately calculated on page 70.
I hope you enjoy reading this informative and interesting print issue of ACROSS.
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Regime ............................................ 40
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How the EU’s General Data Protection
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center industry
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INVESTER United Benefits is one of the
most active players on the Austrian real
estate market. ACROSS spoke to cofounders Franz Alexander Kollitsch and
Thomas Seikmann, managing directors
of the company's own center management
company Ekazent, about the company's
retail activities

Maciej Dyjas, Nebil Senman .......... 20
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In the Name of Security ................. 54
As a response to past years’ incidents and
to meet the rapid changes of risks that are
affecting the industry’s security landscape,
the Nordic Council of Shopping Centers
recently released a “Guide to Shopping
Center Risk and Security”
Enlightening Your Vision ................ 43
With today’s consumer looking for the
„experience“, shopping centers can tap
into their emotions through attractive
lighting displays and decorations that tell
stories and actively engage them
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reflects on central trends in the retail real
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Betting on the Right Horse ............ 64
An ACROSS interview with Steffen Hofmann
and Klaus Mennickheim, Managing Partners
of iMallinvest Europe GmbH

Switzerland: Revitalization
Boom Approaching ........................ 74
According to the current "Shopping
Centre Market Report Switzerland 2018",
the country's malls have an average age
of 30. A number of refurbishments are
pending. But that alone will not be
sufficient for future market success

Retail Real Estate – Help
Wanted ............................................ 66
Since real estate has become both more
professional and specialized, dedicated undergraduate and postgraduate real estate
education has become widely available

From Retail to Hotel Real Estate ... 32
New perspectives regarding conversion
and development potential are opening
up for inner-city retail shops and
department stores
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Vadistanbul ...................................... 14
The mall with its 103,000 sq m GLA
opened in Istanbul

Retail: Nuanced Approach to
Investment in a Global Upswing .... 70
The new index of Union Investment
analyzes the attractiveness of the
top-17 markets
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Belgrade – An Insider Tip on
the Danube? .................................... 24
The Serbian capital tends to be viewed
as more of an insider tip than a universally
acknowledged hotspot, among expansionminded European retailers. This is partly due
to the city’s challenging retail conditions
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Is a Bad Idea ......................................11
Commentary by Radosl/aw Knap

„Sports Events Are Always
Attractive“ ...................................... 52
In her role as PR & Marketing Manager of
Eurovea in Bratislava, Olga Hammer relies
heavily on events. One reason is that as a
result of exceptional and meaningful leisure activities, people are more willing to
accept Eurovea as a "good neighbor"
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The event takes place on March 21,
2018 in Paris
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